
STANDARD MALE URINAL KIT
URINE COLLECTION SYSTEM

USE AND CARE INSTRUCTIONS
# # #

FOR PRODUCT 4401, 4400 AND 4399

KIT CONTENTS:

# #
1  Standard Suspensory Garment ( 4421 or 4420)

# #
1  Male Urinal Sheath ( 4410 or 4409)

#
1  Standard Bottom Drain Valve ( 6004)

#
1  Straight-thru Adaptor with Clamp ( 6005)

#
1  Male Urinal to Latex Leg Bag Adaptor ( 6022)

1  Illustrated Use and Care Instructions

Examine this product carefully.  If not entirely satisfied, do not accept.

Sanitary reasons make this ruling absolute.
UNDER NO CONDITIONS WILL IT BE SUBJECT TO RETURN!

#6022

#6005

# #4421 or 4420

# #4410 or 4409

#6004



IMPORTANT!  READ THIS FIRST:
For best results, certain precautions should be taken before each application.   Among them, be certain 
that: all snaps are firmly fastened to both the garment and the urinal sheath before each use, there are no 
loose stitches and there are no sharp edges on any of the components.

CAUTION: Those with known allergic reactions to synthetic materials, especially latex rubber, should 
not wear this system.  Discontinue use immediately at first signs of any skin or other complications 
and consult a fitter or physician.  If discomfort occurs or prolonged wear affects the performance of 
the garment, discontinue use.  This product is intended for use in medical rehabilitation for urine 
collection, not as any form of protection during sports.

Trim sheath here

#Item 6004

FIGURE 1

FIGURE 3

Enlarged view of the 
sheath's valve housing 

Suspensory garment and
sheath fitted correctly

# #Item 4410 or 4409

FIGURE 2

STEP 1: Trimming the Inner Sheath
Pull out the funnel-shaped, inner sheath as shown 
in Figure 1.  The opening of the sheath should be 
trimmed to fit snugly around the penis to prevent 
leakage.  If the opening of the sheath is too small 

1or tight, trim off not more than an /8" (3mm) at a 
time.  Repeat if necessary until satisfied that you 
have a comfortable, snug fit.  Cut the sheath with 
a pair of large, sharp scissors to prevent jagged or 
nicked edges before application.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE AS A DRIP URINAL

CAUTION: For comfort, the inner sheath is made of  thinner, light-
weight latex and may tear if cut or trimmed improperly.  Be certain 
there are no signs of jagged or nicked edges before application.

Application of the Urinal Sheath
After the sheath has been trimmed, allow the penis to enter 
as far as possible so that the end of the inner sheath is as 
far as possible behind the head of the penis.  Return the 
inner sheath with the penis inserted to its original position 
inside the out sheath.  If the Standard Bottom Drain Valve 

#( 6004) is not already in place, inset into the valve housing 
at the tip of the urinal sheath and while turning gently 
clockwise, screw it into position as shown in Figure 2.  
CAUTION: Do not over-tighten drain valve—doing so may 
damage the valve housing.  Remember to close the drain 
valve before use.  To open the valve for drainage, twist it 
counter-clockwise 1½ turns.

 Application and Adjustment of the Suspensory
With the urinal sheath already applied to the penis, pull the 
garment over the legs passing the tip of the urinal sheath 
through the opening in the front of the garment.  Then snap 
the urinal sheath firmly into position as shown in Figure 3.
Adjustment of the suspensory garment should be made 
while wearing.  Please note: The garment should fit snug 
around the waist, but not too tight.

STEP 2: 

STEP 3:



®DIRECTIONS FOR USE WITH A UROCARE  LATEX LEG BAG

STEP 1: Deciding on a Position for the Latex Leg Bag

Follow steps one(1) through three(3) on the previous page. Once the suspensory and sheath are in 
place it's time to decide on a position for your leg bag.  If your preferred leg bag position is either 

# #over or below the knee, the use of an extension tube ( 6005, supplied, or 6016, not supplied) may 
be necessary—see Figure 4.

#Item 6001

#Item 6022

#Item 6002

FIGURE 5
Enlarged View of 
Latex Leg Bag Top 

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

 Removing the Bottom Drain Valve and Standard Top Adaptor 

If you prefer to connect the bag directly to the sheath, both the Standard Bottom Drain Valve 
# #( 6004) and the Standard Top Adaptor ( 6002) must be removed.  Start by removing the drain 

valve from the sheath by turning it counter-clockwise until it separates from the valve housing, 
then remove the Standard Top Adaptor from your latex leg bag in the same manor and set them 
aside—be certain the anti-reflux valve does not fall out or get lost.

 Attaching the Male Urinal Adaptor
#With the anti-reflux valve still in place, attach the Male Urinal Adaptor ( 6022) to the Top Valve 

Housing of the leg bag by turning it clockwise until firmly seated in position—see Figure 5.

#6000
Black Gasket-Ring used 
to replace the anti-reflux 
valve when not in use.

IMPORTANT: To avoid drainage 
problems, before using this product, 
read all instructions and information 
carefully.  Understand how it works 
and how to maintain it properly.

Urinal Sheath
#( 4410 Shown)

Suspensory Garment
#( 4422 Shown)

Straight-Thru Adaptor
with Thumb Clamp

#( 6005 Shown)

Latex Urinary Leg Bag
#

( 9032 Shown)

View of Latex Leg Bag
in Position Over the Knee

Latex Leg Straps
#( 6006 Shown)

FIGURE 4
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®DIRECTIONS FOR USE WITH A UROCARE  LATEX LEG BAG

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

 Deciding on a Position for the Latex Leg Bag

Follow steps one(1) through three(3) on the previous page. Once the suspensory and sheath are in 
place it's time to decide on a position for your leg bag.  If your preferred leg bag position is either 

# #over or below the knee, the use of an extension tube ( 6005, supplied, or 6016, not supplied) 
may be necessary—see Figure 4.

 Removing the Bottom Drain Valve and Standard Top Adaptor 

If you prefer to connect the bag directly to the sheath, both the Standard Bottom Drain Valve 
# #( 6004) and the Standard Top Adaptor ( 6002) must be removed.  Start by removing the drain 

valve from the sheath by turning it counter-clockwise until it separates from the valve housing, 
then remove the Standard Top Adaptor from your latex leg bag in the same manor and set them 
aside—be certain the anti-reflux valve does not fall out or get lost.

 Attaching the Male Urinal Adaptor
#With the anti-reflux valve still in place, attach the Male Urinal Adaptor ( 6022) to the Top Valve 

Housing of the leg bag by turning it clockwise until firmly seated in position—see Figure 5.

STEP 4:

DIRECTIONS FOR USE WITH OTHER LEG BAGS

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:

 Attach Straps to the Leg Bag

Whether you are using the latex leg straps supplied or a set of fabric straps, you should attach 
them to your latex leg bag prior to connecting the bag to the urinal sheath.  Feed the strap 
ends/ties through the strap loops on the latex leg bag. Once the above is completed, the Male 
Urinal Adaptor already attached to the bag can be connected to the urinal sheath by inserting the 
tip of the adaptor into the valve housing of the sheath and turning both the adaptor and the bag 
clockwise until firmly in place—see Figure 4.  Once the urinal adaptor has been properly attached 
to the sheath it's time to secure the leg straps to the leg.  This is the final step.  At this point you 
may wish to make some minor adjustments to the suspensory garment, sheath or leg bag position 
for comfort.

 Deciding on a Position for the Latex Leg Bag
Follow steps one(1) through three(3) on the previous page. Once the suspensory and sheath are in 
place it's time to decide on a position for your leg bag.  If your preferred leg bag position is either 
over or below the knee, an extension tube (No.6005, supplied, or No. 6016, not be supplied) may 
be necessary.

 Replacement of the Standard Bottom Drain Valve

If you prefer to connect your leg bag directly to the sheath, the Standard Bottom Drain Valve 
# #( 6004) must be replaced with the Straight-Thru Adaptor ( 6005).  Remove the drain valve from 

the sheath by turning it counter-clockwise until it separates from the valve housing.  Then, insert 
the Straight-Thru Adaptor and turn clockwise until firmly seated into position. CAUTION: Do not 
over-tighten the Adaptor—doing so may damage the valve housing.

 Attaching the Leg Bag

FIGURE 6

# #Item 4410 or 4409

#Item 6005
Enlarged View of the 
Urinal Sheath Valve Housing 



New high-flow, anti-reflux valve is self-cleaning and prevents back-flow while allowing fast, 
uninterrupted drainage for problem-free use.  Don’t settle for reflux or back-pressure caused by 
inferior flutter valves.  Nothing beats Urocare’s new high-flow Little Red Valve for performance, 
reliability and safety.

New built-in odor barrier:  We don't give odor a chance!  We added a special new odor control 
barrier to the inside & outside of our latex leg bags for double odor protection.  This special odor 
barrier makes Urocare’s leg bags virtually ODOR-FREE, not just odor-resistant; thereby 
preventing embarrassing odors before they start.

Choose complete confidence and complete protection—choose Urocare!

Why settle for anything less?
#9544 #9532 #9526 #8532 #8526 #8518 #8509

#9516
#9510

#
8516

#8510

813    x 4¾

89¾ x 3

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
†DIMENSIONS

Inches(") Ounces(oz.)Centimeters(cm) Milliliters(ml.)

†CAPACITIES

9544

8532

9532

8526

9526

8518

‡9516

‡8516

‡9510

‡8510

8509

Extra-Large

Large-Oval

Large

Short-Wide

Long-Slim

Medium

Sport-Right, Large

Sport-Left, Large

Sport-Right, Small

Sport-Left, Small

Small

8520    x 4¾

8520    x 3¾

13 x 7

16¾ x 4¾

13 x 3¾

5¾ x 10

5¾ x 10

4¾ x 10

4¾ x 10

52.4 x 12.1

33.0 x 17.8

42.5 x 12.1

34.0 x 12.1

52.4 x 9.5

33.0 x 9.5

14.6 x 25.0

14.6 x 25.0

12.1 x 25.0

12.1 x 25.0

24.8 x 9.2

44

32

32

26

26

18

16

16

10

10

9

1,300

1,000

1,000

800

800

550

500

500

300

300

275
† Approximate dimensions include adaptors and drain valves.  Approximate volumes in fluid ounces and milliliters.
‡ These leg bags are designed to be worn horizontally above the hemlines of skirts, dresses and swimsuits.

1313NEW 
ODOR 
BARRIER

NEW 
ODOR 
BARRIER

IT’S ALL IN THE BAG!IT’S ALL IN THE BAG!



FORM NO: PI4400-89019000C

RELATED PRODUCTS

For more information please contact us at 1-800-423-4441 or visit us 
on the internet at: .  To place an order, please 
contact your health care supplier.

www.urocare.com

Manufactured and distributed by:

Urocare Products, Inc.
2735 Melbourne Avenue
Pomona, CA 91767-1931
U.S.A.

Tel: (909) 621-6013 • Fax: (909) 621-4436
Internet: www.urocare.com

PLEASE
RECYCLE

Copyright © 1998 ~ 2012 Urocare Products, Inc.  All rights reserved.

MADE IN
U.S.A.

®Urocare  Reusable Latex Leg Bags

®Uro-Safe  Disposable Vinyl Leg Bags

Urinary Drainage Systems & Kits

® ®Uro-Con  & Uro-Cath  Male External Catheters

Drain Valves & Adaptors

Drainage Bottles

®Uro-Prep  Protective Skin Barrier Wipes

Fabric Leg Bag Holders & Straps

Catheter Straps

®Uro-Bond  Brush-on Silicone Adhesive

®Urofoam  Adhesive Foam Strips

Adhesive Remover Pads

®Urolux  Urinary Appliance Cleanser & Deodorant

Connectors & Clamps

Extension & Drainage Tubing

DRI Excel™ & DRI Eclipse™ Bed-Wetting Treatment Alarms
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